
                                                                                                     

Sensex @ 26K, Now What? 
Since the last time I wrote to you in April’14, a lot has changed. Election results were out, we got an 
energetic PM with landslide majority, revival in broad economy, earnings upgrade across businesses, 
continued FII flow but sudden positive change in sentiment now paving for domestic capital flow to 
equities etc. All this resulted in stock indices reaching new highs. Suddenly, all’s well with equities. 

While Sensex has crossed 26500 levels, about 40% since March 13, midcaps have done about 55% and 
smallcaps have delivered 80%!! As cumulative equity investments made by Indian investors for 5 years 
till 2013 was negative, majority hasn’t benefited from the rally. Infact, many walked away from the 
dining table after paying, just before a 5 course meal was about to be served. I am thankful to all of you 
for having taken a big leap of faith in reposing confidence in Indian equities and considered Unifi as one 
of your vehicle. 

We haven’t disappointed you. While Insider Shadow Fund (ISF) delivered about 60% during the same 
period, Deep Values @ Discount (DVD) returns crossed 100%. Kindly read our note on “Quality Vs 
Performance” that details how these themes delivered exceptional returns neither by chasing 
momentum stocks nor by compromising on quality of portfolio.  

Our future returns are most likely be nowhere near these numbers, we will be happy if they are even 
close to half these numbers. Hence instead of focusing (bragging?) on past returns, it would be mutually 
beneficial to discuss what “fair return” is fair in future, say over the next 3 years? 

As usual, I will also address top 5 questions I encountered in my recent meetings with investors: 

1. Though perception towards economy and markets has turned positive, does it deserve 40% rally 
in Sensex/Nifty, especially in absence of clear signal of revival in economy? 

2. How come suddenly nobody is talking about risks, like global economy/ markets, oil, inflation, 
budget deficits, NPAs in PSU banking industry, leverage in realty etc? How do I evaluate such 
risks or “Black swan” event that I don’t know today, if I invest at current prices? 

3. Now that stock prices have run up sharply, am I not committing the same mistake of 2008, 
buying near the peak? 

4. Even if I am convinced about equity returns over the next 3 years, am I not “better off” being 
with diversified index oriented large cap funds rather than niche themes like your ISF/DVD? 

5. Like any typical fund manager, are you also aggressively raising capital in existing themes based 
on past performance or in new themes that invests in stocks that have run-up recently? 

 
Before I share with you my observations for these queries, let me take you through a basic lesson in 
equities investing, that we often forget in volatile market conditions. 
 
 
 

 



                                                                                                     

 

 
 
By far, the most recognized formula of last century is known for its simplicity as well as complexity. For 
some of you who might struggle to remember what it conveys: Energy is equaled to mass multiplied by 
the speed of light squared.  
 
Similarly the most important formula for an equity investor is:  P =   E * P                                   
         E 
Price of a stock equals to Earnings per share multiplied by its Price Earnings ratio. As PE ratio of a stock 
would move over a long period of time around the long term earnings growth, P would track only E. Yes, 
Price will track Earnings in long term. You can google for various studies in various markets to prove this 
simple interpretation. Mail me at if you need help in getting the relevant internet links to such studies.  
 
If you are a shareholder of a company, say ITC, your per share return will be identical to the growth in 
earnings per share of the company over a long period of time. While PE ratio changes from day to day, 
rather hour to hour, over a long period of time its volatility would even out and hence P would equal to 
E. If long term earnings of ITC is between 20% to 30% PE would move around these numbers, sometime 
dropping below 20 and sometimes trade above 30 but would converge back to the earnings growth 
range. If long term earnings growth of Tata Steel is below 10, long term PE range shall be around 10 
only. 
 
The key is to understand “what is long period of time”, Is it 1 year as Government says in the context of 
“long term capital gains” or 3 years as most fund managers say or 5 years as wealth managers say  or 
even longer. We reproduced in our DVD brochure the transcript of a presentation in US congress by 
Benjamin Graham, father of value investing and Warren Buffett’s teacher. When asked why and how 
stock price should catch up with earnings of a company, he humbly said “I don’t know.  It’s a mystery to 
me as it is everyone else. But stock price converge with value eventually”.  Warren Buffet quoted in this 
context that “Stock prices move like voting machine in short term and weighing machine in long term”.  
 
What holds good for a stock holds good for an index like Sensex or Nifty as well. As such indices have 
constituents across different businesses the average earnings growth of the index would move in more 
secular manner than any particular stock. 
 
 
 
 
 



                                                                                                     

Earnings Drive Price: 
The graph of S&P 500 for the last 25 years highlights the fact how index converges towards earnings 
growth line over long period but diverge from time to time. When market perception turns bullish due 
to consistent positive news flow (and liquidity), the index moves higher than earnings growth. But it 
subsequently corrects to fall back towards earnings line. Similarly when bearish perception brings the 
index down lower than earnings growth, it reverts back to converge with earnings growth. 

 
 
Nifty graph below, updated till Apr’14 tracks the price alongside the earnings. Source freefincal.com 

 
 
Smart investors buy when price line moves far below the earnings and keep buying as it declines. They 
resist buying and even consider a sale when it moves far higher than the earnings line. The only class of 
shareholders who consistently do this is ‘promoters’. Their stake in corporate India was the highest in 
2002, lowest in 2007 and again peaked out in 2013. The other class of shareholders who do better than 
the majority are those who humbly admit that it is too much work predicting these lines and hence 
resort to systematically buy at regular intervals at all price levels (SIP) and leaving the law of averages to 
help them in long term. The majority are the worst who buy only when price level moves higher, typical 
victims of ‘past performance’ syndrome. 



                                                                                                     

Sensex Long Term Earnings & Return: 
Since inception on 1st April 1979 at 100, Sensex has now grown to 26,000 (Aug’2014). Excluding 
dividends during the period of an average of 1.5%p.a, the compounded annual return is about 17%p.a.  
Since 1981, 1991, 2001 Sensex returns till date have been in the same range of 17%p.a. + or – 1%. But 
during these periods, there were many years of negative returns. 
 
Find below the Sensex earnings chart, courtesy MOFSL. 

 
 
Observations: 

1. For 20 years between 1993 till 2013, the compounded growth rate of earnings of Sensex 
companies is about 14%p.a and Sensex growth during the same period is 14% p.a.  

2. Though long term earnings growth has been around 14%p.a, we have had pockets of 20%+ 
growth as well as below 10%p.a. growth years. 

3. Between 2001-08, when earnings consistently grow at 20% or higher, indices moves higher and 
attract higher liquidity leading to PE expansion as well. This results in higher Sensex growth, 
about 27%pa.  

4. During 2008-14, when earnings growth dropped to below average level of 8%p.a. due to 
economic weakness and consistent negative news flow (and low liquidity), Sensex return was 
more or less NIL and thereby even out the PE expansion experienced in the previous period. 

5. In future years when earnings revive, they would tend to grow more than long term average for 
long term average to remain, Sensex must resume its upward journey to reflect the earnings 
growth. But if Sensex PE expands alongside resulting in a Sensex rise more than what earnings 
deserve, it would eventually pave the way for subsequent down cycle. 

 



                                                                                                     

 
 
The above graph updated with Sensex estimate for the current financial year FY15, highlights the gap in 
Sensex valuation from what earnings growth requires it to be. Had the Sensex line been adjusted for 
dividend income, the value would have converged by 2010-11. Earnings growth since then (with no 
growth in Sensex) got priced into Sensex in the last one year itself. Hence the future movement in 
Sensex will be driven by the expected sharp improvement in earnings. How sharp? 
 
Where will earnings come from? 
 
The consensus estimate of Sensex earnings growth over the next 3 years is around 18%p.a. Though you 
may not have high respect on “Consensus estimates” (Refer my note on “How consensus is consensus”), 
there are three specific observations that makes me believe in above average earnings growth estimate 
of 18%p.a over the next few years 
 

01. Post 2001 debacle and long years of under-investment in capacities, the sharp improvement in 
GDP in 2002-08 aided the pricing power of Corporate India. Though sales grew in line with 
nominal GDP growth, earnings grew about 26%p.a. for 6+ years. Parallel PE expansion to 24 
times on above average earnings resulted in high valuations that helped in large fund raising in 
2006 to 2008 period by corporate India.  

02. The huge capacity expansion undertaken by Corporate India around 2008-2010 based on pre 
2008 demand estimates took longer time to get utilised resulting in lower profit growth than 
sales growth. Most of the fund raising through FCCBs turned into high cost debt, further 
straining the profit margins. 

03. Post 2011 lull in capacity expansion resulted in better utilisation thanks to whatever little 
demand generated by nominal GDP growth. Preference of promoter to buy more of their stock 
trading at cheaper valuations rather than invest in fresh capacity created a better eco system for 
earnings growth on per share basis in subsequent years. 

04. Against a long term average of 5.6% (Corporate Profits as % of GDP), 2008 had seen a peak of 
7.8% and a bottom of 4.2% in 2014. With growing GDP, if we expect the profit % to GDP to reach 
the long term mean by 2018, we shall see an earnings growth of 22%p.a. for the next 3 years.  



                                                                                                     

 
Earnings growth is fine, what about PE? 
At current year Sensex earnings estimate of around 1500 levels, we are already at 18 times, little higher 
than long term average. Though Sensex PE has traded above 20 times in euphoric times and below 14 in 
panic moments, 14 to 18 is a fair zone considering the fact that long term earnings growth has been 
between 15 and 16. Hence the question: whether a PE of 18 is high or not? 
 
One important factor to decide the relative expensiveness of PE is to understand on what E, PE is 
calculated. E over the last 6 years at 8%p.a growth is lower than long term average E growth of 16%. PE 
of 18 time based on such a low E is cheap as compared to the same PE based on an E that has grown 
26% over the previous 6 years. On a base 100, E growing at 8%p.a over 6 years, would have grown to 
158 and PE of 18 results in a value of 2856. Had the same E grown at 26%, it would have grown to 400 
and PE of 18 would result in a value of 7202. Hence a PE of 18 after 6 years of E growth at 8% when 
future earnings growth is expected to be significantly above the long term average of 16%p.a is better 
than 14 PE of an E that has already grown 26%p.a. over the past many years. 
 
If earnings grow indeed at 18%p.a. over the next 3 years, Sensex shall deliver 15%p.a. return during the 
period even if PE declines to 15 times. On the other hand, as we have seen in the past, if PE remains the 
same or even grows in line with E growth, Sensex return shall be even higher. 

If long term nominal GDP growth is likely to be 12%p.a as has been in the past, an index collection of 
industry leader stocks like Sensex or Nifty shall deliver returns around the same range if not more. If 
long term average earnings growth is in the range of 15% p.a., would you invest when the recent 
average is 26%p.a or 8% p.a. An investor with basic math can understand the merit of investing in 
equities when the recent average is lower than long term average especially when the future earnings 
growth is expected to be sharply better. But, majority of investors tend to extrapolate the recent 
experience into future and hence resort to higher allocation when they make profit (read bull markets) 
and cut equity allocation or sell on price weakness (bear markets). 

 
FAQ: Aug’2014 
 
Q1: Though perception towards economy and markets has turned positive, does it deserve 40% rally 
in Sensex/Nifty, especially in absence of clear signal of revival in economy? 
 
As discussed before, there were two things at play behind this sharp 40% move last year. One was the 
fact that last 4 years of earnings in underlying companies of 8%p.a. hasn’t had any impact in the price. 
Second is the imminent reversal in profit margins in the coming years to above long term average of 
15% have caused PE expansion. Going forward, while further PE expansion is unlikely, the expected 
earnings growth of 15% to 20%p.a. would help aid the Sensex growth.  
 



                                                                                                     

Q2: How come suddenly nobody is talking about risks, like global economy/ markets, oil, inflation, 
budget deficits, NPAs in PSU banking industry, leverage in realty etc? How do I evaluate such risks or 
“Black swan” event that I don’t know today, if I invest at current prices? 
 
All those risks continue to remain where they are. Except that they got undue attention in the past. In 
my previous letter I highlighted how a top mutual fund manager’s investor communiqué in April’2013 
was full of horror stories about global and domestic macro economics but only one paragraph on 
earnings. While issues like NPAs and leverage may hurt only respective sectors, the other issues like Oil, 
Inflation and Budget deficits are nowhere near ‘destabilizing’ region. The recent strong Government 
which is action oriented, will also have a positive impact in containing impact from such macro risks but 
can’t be expected to eliminate them. The occurrence of a ‘Black swan’ event may have an impact in line 
with its nature but it is unlikely erase all the anticipated earnings growth of the next few years. In 
equities you will never get into a perfect macro situation and on most occasions when risks appear 
small, price would have discounted them making the cost of acquisition unprofitable. 
 
Q3: Now that stock prices have run up sharply, am I not committing the same mistake of 2008, buying 
near the peak? 
 
Is a Sensex level of 26,000 peak? Till last year 20,000 appeared peak. I remember in late 90’s 5000 was 
considered a peak. Like an individual stock, Sensex price shall be adjudged in relation to earnings. 
Commenting on absolute level of Sensex as peak is as foolish as saying Infosys at Rs.3500 is more 
expensive than Wipro at Rs.550. Such prices shall be considered in line with per share earnings: Infosys 
earns about Rs.200 per share whereas Wipro earns only about Rs.30 per share. And hence both are 
trading at around 20PE levels. Similarly, in 2008 when Sensex was trading at 20,000 levels it was earning 
just around 800 per unit as against 1500 this year.  
 
Further in 2008, Sensex companies had earnings growth of 26%p.a. over the previous six years which 
was not sustainable as the long term average was only 15%p.a. Investors were willing to pay PE of 24 on 
a E which was higher than the average. Hence 2008 had expensive PE on inflated E. Today at 26,000 the 
same Sensex is trading below a PE of 18 on a E that has grown less than 10%p.a. in the previous six 
years. Advises you get to hold back on equity allocation to wait for a major correction to buy are like 
“Saving Sex For Old Age”- Your cash in any case will be useless when valuations turn more expensive in 
future and earnings growth is behind. 
 
Q4: Even if I am convinced about equity returns over the next 3 years, am I not “better off” being with 
diversified index oriented large cap funds rather than sectoral or thematic funds like your ISF/DVD? 
 
Most investors are actually ‘better off’ being with an index fund or a diversified large cap fund. I f you 
had invested in a simple index fund, systematically over the last many years, your investment return 
would have been better than 80% of the investors. Sectoral funds, thematic funds, mid/small/micro cap 
funds have a limited shelf life and understanding the expiry date is important, both from the buyer as 



                                                                                                     

well as the seller’s point of view. Those investors who invest in such specialized funds without proper 
understanding of their merit but influenced mostly by the past performance would learn the same 
lesson again. A man who lifts a cat by its tail would learn a lesson he could never learn in any other way. 
 
As for domestic investors, they are massively underweight on equity. At eight per cent of household 
financial assets, local investors hold more cash (not bank deposits) than equities. If locals regain 
confidence, we could see $8-10 billion of equity inflows a year, as happened in 2007-08, compared to 
outflows of about $8 billion over the last five years. Domestic institutional investors bought $46 b illion 
of equity between 2004 and 2010; however, in the last four years, they sold equity worth $27 billion. I 
think domestic investors will ultimately drive this market; as they invest into equities, the surge in stocks 
of broader market, small/ mid caps would be sharper as the graph below shows. 
 

 
 
A quick recap on our funds: Insider Shadow Fund (ISF) strives to build a portfolio of quality companies 
where promoters have increased stake in the recent past. As data suggests, promoters in general buy 
aggressively when price is lower than the value and they dilute their stake when price is well above the 
value. The gap in price and value is a function of market condition as well as information asymmetry that 
mostly exist in small and medium companies rather than large caps. The strategy was launched in 2011 
decline and would be unwound when there are large numbers of promoter dilutions through market 
sales, IPOs etc. 
 
Deep Value @ Discount (DVD) is a focused portfolio of just about 10 companies that have deep value 
but trade at discounted prices. In DVD context, value is not defined by the real estate or any other cash/ 
investment asset but defined by lower PE valuations as compared with the future growth in earnings. If 
low PE valuations and high earnings growth exist in companies that have stronger balance sheet (NIL or 
minimal debt), the tolerance for delay in earnings revival would not expose the companies to huge 
swings in valuations or bankruptcy. Such a combination of low PE, high earnings growth and lower debt 



                                                                                                     

would be available mostly in small/midcaps that are below institutional radar and hence may exhibit 
lower correlation to market. The theme targets to achieve 100% over a 3 year period. 
 
Instead of looking at the past performance numbers, for an investor considering the current allocation, 
it is helpful to understand the current qualitative characteristics of the portfolio. 
 

Sensex ISF DVD 
Number of Stocks 30 20 11 
Market Cap (In Cr) 113,147 4654 3438 
Forward PE Ratio 18 13 14 

Debt /Equity Ratio 0.6 0.30 0.30 
Dividend Yield(%) 1.1 1.60 1.80 
Price /Book Value 3 2.20 2.30 

Earnings growth(%) 14 16 21 
Return on Equity(%) 17 16 18 

 
 
Q5: Like any typical fund manager, are you also aggressively raising capital in existing themes after a 
big run-up or in new themes that invests in stocks which have run-up recently? 
 
We launched 3 new themes in 2011/12 market decline, India Spinoff fund, Insider Shadow fund and 
Deep Value @ Discount. All the three have done exceptionally well both in absolute terms and relative 
to indices.  
 
In the past, we have demonstrated our sincerity in fund raising. We closed “Delisting” theme almost one 
year ahead of schedule and returned the capital with an IRR of 67%. We stopped accepting fresh capital 
into “spinoff” fund as the opportunities dried post 2011. We continue to seek capital in ISF/DVD as we 
are able to identify opportunities even at current valuations. On risk adjusted basis, return potential is 
still good in few pockets of market and ISF/DVD exploits such oppotunities due to their smaller size.  
 
Last year we began working actively in building a variant of ISF that focus in small caps, even named it as 
“ISF Mini”. The risk reward dynamics have changed in most of these small caps and micro caps due to 
the recent sharp spurt in prices as the above indices graph reveal. Unlike large caps, small/ micro caps 
require a large margin of safety in price due to business risks, stock volatility as well as information 
asymmetry. In absence of margin of safety, I pity those investors committing fresh capital now into 
micro cap funds with lock-in but without commensurate temperament and risk tolerance required. 
 
We have launched only one theme this year “HoldCo”, oriented towards holding companies, a fertile 
ground for disastrous returns for amateur value investors and hence not popular. We have been careful 
in seeking allocations in Holdco only from those investors who have an appetite for absolute but 



                                                                                                     

irregular pattern of returns and more importantly not in correlation to broader indices. The question 
that helps us to identify the suitable investor allocation: How would you feel if this allocation sleeps 
when market moves up 5000 points? 
 
As Unifi gets paid only a share of profit and not on the capital investor allocates, it will be in our self 
interest we raise money at right time and return it back to the investor when risk/ return opportunities 
turn unfavorable. High hurdle rates before we become eligible for fees ensure we tend not to retain 
investor capital longer than required. 
 
In spite of recent run, we are excited in seeking additional capital in our themes. Though we are 
conscious of the fact that valuations have become less attractive as compared to last year, our 
excitement comes from the belief in strong earnings growth in future years.  

Review Meeting: As usual I would like to conclude with Sir John Templeton’s quote: “Bull markets are 
born in Pessimism, Grows in Skepticism, Matures in Optimism and Die on Euphoria”. I believe we 
crossed over Pessimism last year and current market growth is bordering between skepticism and 
optimism. It helps us to commit to equity a significant part of our portfolio before optimism shows up in 
price soon. I would ensure we exit when euphoria brings crowd back.  

I look forward to meet with you soon to review our portfolio performance. Kindly call Harsh or Chandni 
to schedule a meeting, they know more about my schedule than me. As usual, our bi annual stock level 
presentation by fund managers will be organized on 27th August’14, get ready to grill us. 

Our investment idea flow has grown and valuations remain attractive in spite of the recent  run-up. 
While equity allocation level within your portfolio is a function of “your risk tolerance”, I would urge you 
to consider additional capital into niche themes like ISF & DVD within your overall equity allocation. It 
would be my delight if you could refer your friends or family who might be interested in meeting us.  

Yours Sincerely 

 

     G. Maran   
maran@unificap.com 
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